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The Miami area was inhabited for thousands of years by indigenous Native American tribes. The Tequestas
occupied the area for a thousand years before encountering Europeans. An Indian village of hundreds of
people dating to â€” B. A Spanish mission was constructed one year later in The Miami area subsequently
became a site of fighting during the Second Seminole War. Miami is noted as "the only major city in the
United States conceived by a woman, Julia Tuttle ", [26] a local citrus grower and a wealthy Cleveland native.
The Miami area was better known as "Biscayne Bay Country" in the early years of its growth. In the late 19th
century, reports described the area as a promising wilderness. Julia Tuttle subsequently convinced Henry
Flagler , a railroad tycoon , to expand his Florida East Coast Railway to the region, for which she became
known as "the mother of Miami. When landlords began to rent homes to African-Americans in neighborhoods
close to Avenue J what would later become NW Fifth Avenue , a gang of white men with torches visited the
renting families and warned them to move or be bombed. The legacy of Jim Crow was embedded in these
developments. Leslie Quigg, did not hide the fact that he, like many other white Miami police officers, was a
member of the Ku Klux Klan. Unsurprisingly, these officers enforced social codes far beyond the written law.
Quigg, for example, "personally and publicly beat a colored bellboy to death for speaking directly to a white
woman. After Fidel Castro rose to power in Cuba in , many wealthy Cubans sought refuge in Miami, further
increasing the population. The city developed businesses and cultural amenities as part of the New South. In
the s and s, South Florida weathered social problems related to drug wars, immigration from Haiti and Latin
America , and the widespread destruction of Hurricane Andrew. This rapid growth was noticed by winter
visitors when they remarked that the city grew so much from one year to the next that it was like magic. The
highest undulations are found along the coastal Miami Rock Ridge , whose substrate underlies most of the
eastern Miami metropolitan region. The main portion of the city lies on the shores of Biscayne Bay which
contains several hundred natural and artificially created barrier islands , the largest of which contains Miami
Beach and South Beach. This section needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this
article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. July Learn
how and when to remove this template message View from one of the higher points in Miami, west of
downtown. The highest natural point in the city of Miami is in Coconut Grove , near the bay, along the Miami
Rock Ridge at 24 feet 7. Miami limestone formed as the result of the drastic changes in sea level associated
with recent glaciations or ice ages. All of southern Florida was covered by a shallow sea. Several parallel lines
of reef formed along the edge of the submerged Florida plateau , stretching from the present Miami area to
what is now the Dry Tortugas. The area behind this reef line was in effect a large lagoon, and the Miami
limestone formed throughout the area from the deposition of oolites and the shells of bryozoans. Starting
about , years ago the Wisconsin glaciation began lowering sea levels, exposing the floor of the lagoon. The sea
level rose quickly after that, stabilizing at the current level about years ago, leaving the mainland of South
Florida just above sea level. Beneath the plain lies the Biscayne Aquifer , [38] a natural underground source of
fresh water that extends from southern Palm Beach County to Florida Bay , with its highest point peaking
around the cities of Miami Springs and Hialeah. Most of the Miami metropolitan area obtains its drinking
water from this aquifer. For this reason, the mass transit systems in and around Miami are elevated or at-grade.
Alligators have ventured into Miami communities and on major highways. In terms of land area, Miami is one
of the smallest major cities in the United States. According to the US Census Bureau , the city encompasses a
total area of Of that area,
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American Pastor En Route Home to U.S.: Lawyer More WASHINGTON (Reuters) - American pastor Andrew Brunson is
on a plane home to the United States after a Turkish court ruled he should be released.

Yesterday we saw our first whales. I saw the spout, and sounded the alert, but then no one else saw anything
during the next 30 minutes. Just as people were convincing themselves that I was crazy, Braun Jones, from
Grey Pearl, announced that he had a whale on his port side. Instantly, we all were sighting whales and
porpoises in every direction. The calm seas revitalized the crew. John took folding chairs out to the front deck
and spent the afternoon sunning and reading. Smiles had become the dominant facial feature. Blue skies,
sunshine, flat water! Fishing poles are springing from the backside of each boat. Our boat is very laptop and
internet centric. With the flat water, everyone got their laptops out to catch up on e-mail. The downstairs table
was wall-to-wall laptops. Sans Souci has a wireless network and satellite internet connection. I even uploaded
a few pictures. If anyone has a particular person or boat they want me to take pictures of, let me know. My
original vision was to take thousands of awe-inspiring pictures. The other boats are separated from us by about
a mile. We do feel a sense of team spirit as we talk, via radio, all day â€” but no great pictures have emerged.
Dinner last night was incredible as usual. Phil is a huge hit on the boat. Cheese cake and fresh cherries for
desert. All signs of discord had evaporated with the high seas. I made a conscious decision not to load any
wine aboard ship. We have a few bottles on board that have been here for years. The boat was in France last
year, for the hottest summer recorded in many decades. My assumption was that all we had on board was a
few bottles of vinegar. I noted early on that boaters have strong independent personalities and each day
reinforces that opinion. Our daily update had nothing but good news. No new mechanical problems. No one is
seasick. In Division 2, they dropped a tender dinghy and were traveling from boat to boat, transferring crew.
They are talking about fishing from a tender today. Interestingly, we have closed to within 45 miles of the
Division 2 boats. By tomorrow we could be close enough to see them. We are still running without an
alternator. To get by, we are running a generator every few hours to keep the batteries charged. My hope is
that a new alternator will be waiting for us in Bermuda. We have two water makers on board; a small one that
only makes about 10 gallons an hour, and a large one that consumes roughly the same amount of electricity as
Las Vegas at the height of tourist season. Lastly, we had a small bit of excitement last night â€” which helps
explain why you always need to be on your guard aboard a boat. It did not show on our radar, but was coming
at us from about two miles out, and was moving at. The Atlantic is constantly being crossed by freighters,
which carry railroad-sized containers on deck. Usually the ships arrive at their destination with all containers
exactly where they were put, but from time to time, during a storm, some fall off. The others are floating just
below the surface waiting for us. They were guided by radio from other boats whose radar did show the UFO.
Sans Souci Pilothouse It would suddenly veer left, only to veer to the right a few minutes later. The computer
does a far better job steering than the average human. Sans Souci has a backup autopilot, so I made the switch
to the backup, and alerted the incoming watch team to the problem Dan and Christian. During their shift all
was well, but Garret and St. John discovered that this would change at the worst possible moment. Sans Souci
made up its own mind that an unscheduled right turn would be good. This put us on a course to intercept
Goleen. John handled all of this without missing a beat. The autopilot was brought offline immediately, and
they were able to circumnavigate the mysterious UFO, which still remains unidentified. We are now running
with the autopilot, but in a completely different mode. Hopefully it holds no further surprises for us. As I type
this, Grey Pearl is within a hundred yards of us on the starboard side, with Crosser just behind. Time to get the
camera out! Talk to you tomorrow! Day 12 - Enroute to Bermuda - Two days to go!
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Ten people, including the driver of one of the trains, are injured. Though nobody is injured, the engine of the
train is severely damaged. All seven cars leave the track. No injuries were reported. There were no casualties.
Only the conductor of the train, which carried no passengers, was slightly hurt. One person is killed and three
are injured. Of the nearly passengers on board, one person was taken to hospital. Contributing factors were
poor supervision of the operator which prevented correct configuration of the train for the signal and control
system. There were also difficulties with the radio systems. Three people died and four were seriously injured.
Three crew members died in the incident: The accident left 9 passengers injured, six of them critically. The
accident was caused by the truck driver. Five people were killed in the accident. Several people were
hospitalised and the line was blocked for a week. Sixteen people are injured. Six people, including the drivers
of the road roller and the train, are injured. A number of sleepers had been stolen. At least 76 people died, and
others were injured. A shop lying behind the track is demolished. Eighteen people are injured, two of them
seriously. The first two carriages derail and ten people are injured, one seriously. Ten are killed and five
injured. Witnesses state that the minibus drove around closed booms; the driver was charged with culpable
homicide. Two people are hospitalised and others suffer light injuries. The TAIC investigation found that no
special track inspections were made and no speed restrictions were put in place despite rainfall well above
average and a site at high risk of landslide. The driver of the lorry is seriously injured. Nineteen people are
killed. There are no injuries. The passenger train derails. Ten people die and twenty-three people are injured.
One passenger was taken to hospital. Four passengers die, one hundred and twenty are injured. Three minor
back injuries are reported. Fourteen passengers are injured. Families in twenty houses flee and a major
passenger rail corridor is shut down. One empty derailed car catches fire and burns for about an hour. Three
rail cars fall off a bridge and onto Center Street. Initial reports indicate that at least one car may have leaked
ammonia , but officials do not believe that any hazardous materials have escaped into the environment.
Residents within metres of the incident are evacuated, and most roads leading into town are closed by law
enforcement officers. The crew of two, the conductor and engineer, on the coal train are killed. Ten cars on the
maintenance train derail. The two crew members on the maintenance train are not injured. The line is heavily
trafficked and is shut down for 24 hours, with trains re-routed. An investigation is conducted by the NTSB.
None of the passengers and crew are killed, but 39 are treated for smoke inhalation or minor burn injuries, and
the train is a total loss. One of the trains derails. It was caused by sparks from welding. Despite the working
signals on the track, a semi, driving on a rural stretch of U. Traffic was interrupted for a few hours while the
fire was fought down. There were no casualties, but the locomotive was destroyed and the coach coupled to it
was damaged. At least three people are killed and two hundred are injured. Twenty-two people are injured.
The passenger train had passed a signal at danger. Five members of the train crew are killed. Lights were
flashing but the crossing barriers may have been blocked from fully lowering. Two people are injured. No
injuries are reported; people are evacuated. Three passengers are injured. A crew van and five wagons fall into
the river. Two injuries are reported. The third train ran into the derailed trains shortly thereafter. One
passenger dies and three are injured. The lead engine and at least two cars derail. There are no fatalities, and
six people suffer non-life-threatening injuries, according to the Jackson Citizen Patriot and the
Blackman-Leoni Public Safety Department. The driver is seriously injured and ten passengers are injured.
Five crew members are injured. There are no passengers on board. There is no automatic surveillance of most
curve speed limits on this line. Three engineers die, and dozens are injured. Train drivers carry 10 detonators
for safety reasons; they are placed on tracks if there has been an accident or engineering works to notify other
train drivers. These should only explode with the force of a train going over them. They are replaced every
five years and the ones in question had been replaced just over a year before. Irish Rail have withdrawn all
detonators that were replaced January as a precaution. The train was taken out of service as there was damage
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to the train cab. The investigation finds that the excavator had been deployed onto the live track, not the one
reserved for construction work. The incident killed twenty-five people while 43 people were said to be injured.
The operator of the tram was unable to stop within time to avoid a collision. The crash triggered a
diesel-fueled fireball that appeared to weld the locomotives together. A day later, a couple, having been
crushed by the falling coal and cars, are found dead in their car buried beneath the rubble. The resulting
explosion, caused in part due to the burning of 76, litres 17, imperial gallons of ethanol , causes a mile-wide
evacuation. At the time of the explosion, two nearby individuals are injured; they drive themselves to hospital.
There are no injuries amongst those on board. Fifteen people were on a trailer that the tractor was pulling.
Eight people, including the tractor driver, were killed. Both were carrying a large number of passengers. The
driver of the heavy vehicle sustained serious injuries. The lorry driver was arrested and charged with
manslaughter. No deaths, 50 injuries. No injuries reported, but the third car was damaged following the
accident. Preliminary investigation suspects the driver of the train Os to cause the crash. A tank car loaded
with butadiene leaked and later caught fire while workers were repairing the track. No deaths, 5 injured. On 31
October, the train derailment exploded at There were 34 passengers in the overturned carriage, including 12
children. There are no victims in the accident. The train is derailed and the first car M ends up on its side. One
passenger fatality due to a heart attack and 8 with minor injuries, and the driver was seriously injured.
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Of the properties for sale in Durham, are single family homes and are condos. Celia Saxon Dr #LT is a single family
home that is approximately 2, Sqft, 26% above the Durham median of 1, and 26% above the ZIP code median of 1,

Instead, I am only taking this information from the original parish registers from Pfalzgrafenweiler and the
surrounding villages where our ancestors lived their lives and where their actual dates, names and recorded
events took place, and from original documents in this country after their arrival in America. Many mistakes
have been made in prior attempts by well-meaning people who either guessed or miss-read some of the
materials available to them and consequently have sealed our ancestors to the wrong people. It has also been
noticed that a great deal of the temple work has already been done for most of these people via the extraction
program, or some other efforts, which resulted in the individual ordinances being mostly completed, but the
sealings, in too many cases, were incorrectly done and should be corrected to seal us to our true ancestors.
This paper is primarily intended to address those errors and to prove, with original sources, the proper
information. While many of our earliest ancestors can be found in the NewFamilySearch, I will refrain from
pulling any data from that source until after it has been verified by other sources. Instead, our information is
being taken from a new book that was just published in Germany. From that author I also obtained
photocopied pages from another village a few miles to the north by the name of Goettelfingen in Freudenstadt,
Schwarzwaldkreis, Wuerttemberg. I am also searching to find a similar kind of book for the village of
Tumlingen, which lies a few miles to the south of Pfalzgrafenweiler, and is where some of our ancestors also
lived for a time. All that is to say that this work is not yet complete and more can be found for our extended
family from these original sources that will help us identify our direct lines and their families. Our ancestral
name was consistently spelled as Kirschenmann meaning: Cherriesman while they lived in Germany, but after
, when our family emigrated to America, the spelling became corrupted with the various forms listed above
until, after one full generation in America, it had evolved into Cashman. Our first known ancestor was Balthas
short for Balthasar Kirschenmann of Pfalzgrafenweiler. He may have been the first man of this surname to
have moved to this village. What we know of him comes from record of the marriages of his daughters, which
listed the name of their father. Two of those daughters were married and lived in Boesingen, a neighboring
village. Putting this together, we have the following family group: The other towns mentioned were in the
same close vicinity, all of which lie within the area of Freudenstadt, in the Schwarzwaldkreis of
Wuerttemberg. May have had several children, but we only know of the following: She married a Mr. Rapp
and lived in Boesingen. Koch and lived in Boesingen. Her name, and birth information is unk. Klaeger and
lived in Tuemlingen. They had no children. Maria Ott h , the daughter of Wilhelm Otth in Egenhausen. We do
not know how Maria came to meet her future husband, but her mother may have moved their family to
Pfalzgrafenweiler after her husband died. Heinrich Kirschenmann and Maria Otth were married in on 7 Oct.
This was probably his home town prior to that time. Church records in this area were first begun in so their
marriage was an early event in the church records. Agatha Girrbach, the daughter of Frantz Girrbach of
Igelsberg. Johann Martin Krafft 5 Jacob Kirschenmann grew up in Pfalzgrafenweiler where he learned the
trade of a baker. She was born on 21 Oct. She was born on 8 Nov. Johann Martin Kirschenmann is our direct
ancestor. As Hanss Martin grew up there were very limited opportunities for work in the area.
Pfalzgrafenweiler was deep in the Black Forest near the headwaters of the Nagold River. He probably made
his own rafts in the off-season and then sold them when he unloaded the merchandise to make his way home
with his profits. In the middle-ages, the church in Pfalzgrafenweiler was knows by the name of: Matthias
Schmid was born 4 Dec. His father, Hans Jacob Schmid born c. She was born c. She was the daughter of Hans
Helber, who held a position in the local courthouse, and his wife, Elisabetha Kaeser, who was from Oberflachs
in the Bern district of Switzerland. He married his first wife, Anna Maria Weisser, on 2 Aug. She was the
daughter of Georg Weisser a baker by trade and his wife, Barbara Singer, both of Schopfloch. This second
marriage occurred on 10 Feb. However, this couple had their first child, our ancestor, another Hans Hanss
Martin Kirschenmann, on 5 Feb. Whether that is an error in the parish records, or whether his name was
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actually Johann is not known for certain at this time. We do not yet know of the deaths of any of these
children other than the first child, our ancestor, the son, Hanss Martin Kirschenmann, who died in Bedford
County, Virginia, USA in There he left a will listing his wife and childrenâ€¦ more on that document later.
But, in a newspaper article written in in Pennsylvania inquiring as to whether anyone knew of the whereabouts
of his mother and two sisters, he does not mention his father or brother Johann Jacob, nor his sister
Magdalenaâ€”probably indicating that they may have died before then. We know his father died on 1 May ,
which is just about the time our son, Hans Jr. In those days it was very common for a family to give multiple
children the same first name. Then some switched to their first name, while others continued to use their
middle names throughout their lives. And so it was not unusual for this family to have two sons with the first
name of Johann and two daughters with the first name of Anna. Our Hans Martin Kirschenmann born 5 Feb.
There is no record in that parish of his marriage to Agnes Schwartz and it is possible that they either never
formally married, or that they had that service performed somewhere along their migratory path en route to
America. Schwartz Agnes Schwartz was born on 27 April in Goettelfingen, Freudenstadt, Wuerttemberg,
Germany, a village that is about five miles northwest of Pfalzgrafenweiler. The book is out of print but copies
of the pertinent pages for our ancestry have been emailed to me and are in my possession. Additionally, see
OSB Baiersbronn p. We have not yet found the actual birth record for the son, Christian, but we believe he
was born in Kaelberbronn after their move there in So, our two young men were only one year apart in age
and had virtually the same name. That helps us to track them separately in the German records, but will also
be hugely important even after our ancestor, the son of Catherina, arrives in America, as we shall see later.
Remember too the names of his siblings as shown above. The other item that we need to establish before
proceeding is the maiden name of our Catharina Schmid Schmidin. We have already stated that there are three
very good and consistent documents that give her maiden name as the mother of our Hans Martin
Kirschenmann the emigrant. However, the hand writing on one of these three documents is somewhat difficult
to read. It is clear that her name contains at least the following letters: However, if a researcher does not access
the other records, then he may be left to guess at this name. This was an incorrect guess. But, having made that
mistake, and with Schneider being a rather common name in Germany, it was not difficult for that person to
find a woman by the name of Catharina Schneider and assign her to be the mother of our emigrant. Once that
was done, they were off on the wrong track and sealed us to a totally false line. The whole point hinges on the
readability of all three of those documents, one of which is given above which is easier to read than the one
that led to the confusion. Also remember that the third document was found in the parish records of
Schopfloch for the Schmid family living there; and after giving the full legal name of this woman as Anna
Catharina Schmid, born 27 Oct. This makes it absolutely clear that our ancestor, to whom we should be sealed,
is Anna Catharina Schmid of Schopfloch and not Catharina Schneider.
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This route is known as the Christopher Columbus Transcontinental Highway, and it is one of three
coast-to-coast Interstates the others being Interstates 80 and I enters the desert just beyond the narrow San
Gorgonio Pass. Beyond there, the freeway becomes characteristic of a rural desert, one it will retain through
much of its journey through the west. Phoenix is the next major city, which is growing at an amazing rate
through central Arizona. The freeway has some at-grade crossings rather than full interchanges at some
locations because of the remote character of the highway and the extremely low traffic volumes of the region.
Those same traits allow for it to be posted with an 80 mile per hour speed limit. When approaching San
Antonio from the west, I finally sheds its rural desert characteristics as it passes through the Alamo City and
connects to Houston. Several major sections of the highway are elevated, especially those in Louisiana around
the bayous and Lake Pontchartrain. I is surrounded by trees along much of the Gulf Coast, quite unlike the
wide-open spaces of the West. As such the Mississippi Welcome Center, a replica of a plantation, is much
more welcoming than the utilitarian California Rest Area west of Blythe. Alameda Corridor East and
Southwest Passage. Mobile River Bridge Within the state of Alabama, Interstate 10 will move to a new
alignment via a new bridge over the Mobile River and see its twin viaduct over Mobile Bay, the Mobile
Bayway, widened to eight lanes. A spokesman for U. Jo Bonner R-Mobile indicated in that local officials have
to agree to support the plan first, but that support was not concrete. However then-Mayor Mike Dow of the
city of Mobile gave the project his full support. Mobile County Commission President Freeman Jockisch
concurred with that, adding that Mobile area leaders were united in their support for the project. The average
daily traffic for the Wallace Tunnel in was 59, vpd. The tunnel is designed to handle 36, vpd. The project was
slated to take about eight years to complete, leading to a potential completion date by The new span gained
traction in , with more public support and potential funding, leading to the DEIS issued in July The cable
stayed span will provide a vertical clearance of feet. East of San Antonio, I closely parallels, but for the most
part does not replace, U. As such, the highway is often as busy as Interstate 5 in the Central Valley, carrying
weekend travelers across the vast desert. Completed July 24, , the freeway remains signed as California The
final segment of the route in Arizona to open was the Papago Freeway section in Downtown Phoenix, which
opened on August 10, This section includes the Deck Park Tunnel north of Downtown and represented the
final section of the transcontinental route to be completed. In Tucson, ongoing reconstruction is likely to result
in major expansion of Interstate There are no immediate projects to construct alternate routes in Tucson, but it
is on the wish lists of some in that area as traffic worsens. The widening resulted in the expansion of Interstate
10 from six to eight lanes between 59th Avenue Exit and 91st Avenue Exit On November 9, , a new
westbound lane and auxiliary lanes were opened to traffic. By December the new eastbound through lane and
auxiliary roadways were open to traffic. As commuters become more and more comfortable with a lengthy
drive from Downtown Phoenix, they flock to the lower cost of living in brand new developments in formerly
virgin desert. These new communities result in increased traffic volumes, and it is not uncommon for
Interstate 10 to become tied up during commuting hours. Another planned freeway, Loop , will provide a full
a bypass of Downtown Phoenix, with possible completion by Early emphasis was on completing the sections
through and between San Antonio and Houston; this section of road was mostly done by and completely open
by In West Texas, much of the construction occurred in the s and s. There are a few at-grade intersections
west of Van Horn on Interstate 10 for ranch access; technically, this feature does not meet Interstate standards.
The significant reduction in traffic between El Paso and San Antonio is the least populated stretch of Interstate
Due to low traffic counts and long sight lines through the emptiness of western Texas Texas, transportation
officials approved an increase in the speed limit for miles of IH 10 between El Paso and Kerrville to 80 miles
per hour in To maximize utility of space in a tight right of way, I is built on two decks, carrying local and
express traffic across town. By the time it reaches the outskirts of Houston, I resumes its status as a major
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transit corridor. Beltways, loops, and other freeways provide alternatives to busy I No longer in the dry, hot
desert, the freeway enters the humidity of southern Louisiana, passing over dozens of swamps and lakes en
route to New Orleans. This includes a lengthy stretch over the Acadian Thruway and another long segment of
viaduct between Interstates 55 and along the southern periphery of Lake Pontchartrain, and over the Bonnet
Carre Spillway. Entering New Orleans, I remains elevated, providing great views of the city but separating the
city beneath it. Beyond Slidell, the freeway quickly exits the urban area, retreating to the forests that dominate
the rest of its journey to the Atlantic Ocean. Storm surge from the August 29, landfall of Hurricane Katrina
toppled or misaligned many of the ton concrete segments of the built twin spans of Interstate 10 across Lake
Pontchartrain in southeastern Louisiana. This occurred October 14, with the opening of the eastbound bridge
with two-way traffic. The westbound bridge was restored with one lane of traffic on January 5, Eastbound
traffic shifted to a combination of both new bridges in July 9, as crews demolished the original westbound
span. March 12, saw eastbound I shift entirely to the new bridge as westbound traffic continued solely on the
original eastbound span. Westbound traffic finally shifted to the new bridge on April 7, Work was completed
on the Twin Span Bridge approach from the south side of the lake on August 15, Work on the north side
approach followed with completion in September The New Orleans skyline appears along the southwestern
horizon. Photo taken February 22, A portion of the twin spans were retained for use in the St. Tammany
Parish was without a public public fishing facility. Mississippi As Interstate 10 passes through growing areas
of coastal Mississippi, the need for expansion arose. A multi-year widening plan expanded the freeway from
four to six lanes from Shorecrest Road in Harrison County east to the Jackson County line. Commenced in
January , the new bridges were completed by September 5, Additionally expansion of Mississippi 67 into a
four-lane expressway northwest to growing suburban areas coupled with an at-grade traffic light at Promenade
Parkway west and Sangani Boulevard east added additional traffic to the area. New ramps were built between
the bridge as well, eliminating the signalized intersection north of I All remaining work was completed on
September 3, CR 39 constitutes a four-lane connector leading southeast to U. Construction began Spring of
and was completed by Winter Florida The following are key dates in the history of Interstate 10 in Florida:
Construction continued on the section from Midway to near Capitola and from near Drifton to Falmouth.
Interstate 10 remained under construction between Capitola and Drifton. New construction extended from
Caryville to Chipley. Entire route was complete except for section from Kynesville to Oakdale. Interstate 10
now complete from Alabama-Florida State Line east to Interstate 95 in Jacksonville, which is its original,
planned route. Within Northwest Florida, the section of Interstate 10 was widened to six lanes between U.
This project coincided with a rebuilding of the trumpet interchange at Interstate Exit 12 and widening of the
freeway spur spur southward to Exit 3 in Pensacola. The new interchange incorporates a flyover from
westbound I to southbound I and new collector distributor roadways separating traffic movements between
Exits 12 and The project was completed by fall Waters compromised spans of the 2. An emergency contract
was awarded to repair the crossing, albeit it in temporary fashion. Traffic resumed over the bay on October 5,
with one lane per direction along the westbound span. Subsequent work on the eastbound span restored it for
use with one overall lane on November 27, Built at a height of 25 feet above the bay, 13 feet higher than their
predecessors, the new eastbound bridge opened on December 19, with two-way traffic. The new westbound
span was opened to traffic on December 12, , expanding I across Escambia Bay to six overall lanes. Within
Tallahassee, the original routing of Interstate 10 in Leon County took the freeway into Downtown Tallahassee
via Gaines Street, presumably as an elevated structure dubbed the "Seminole Expressway" since it bordered
Florida State University to the south. Opposition from the city and the university caused it to be rerouted. A
developer in the northern part of the city donated land to build Interstate 10 near the Killearn development that
was starting in the s.
6: UPDATE: Accident closed Route southbound this morning
Daily Recap: Evan Gattis and Tyler White hit two home runs each as the Astros tallied 12 runs to back Gerrit Cole's
strong start in the win.
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HELENA - A twin-engine airplane with two people on board was missing Wednesday, state aeronautics officials said.
The plane's last known position was about 50 miles southeast of Great Falls, when.

8: List of rail accidents (â€“present) - Wikipedia
The Linda Blackstone Gallery - The Studio at Little Stafford, 23 Oaklands Road, London, N20 8AX By appointment only |
Tel +44 (0) | email blackstoneart@talkcom.

9: TRAFFIC ALERT:Multi-vehicle crash causes delays on I NB near Verbena (MM )
Route 28 Road Traffic report by State, traffic delay, live news accident and Construction reports from the DOT,
commuters, chatrooms and police reports.
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